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Abstract : Digital cameras to record fixed wide views with one幽hourinterval are operating in Changchun, 
China since the middle of March 2003, and in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia since the middle of March 2004, to study 
visibility and air turbidity affected by Asian dust. Digital video cameras with ten-minute interval are also in 
operation there. We discuss the results of the observation in the spring and summer of 2004, and the optical 
properties of the digital photo records. 
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1. Introduction 
Long帽timevisual recordings by using digital c倒nerasare very effective for the 
studies of atmospheric phenomena as reviewed in [1] concerning volcanic cloud observation. 
In order to observe the Asian dust phenomena from the ground in Northern Asiaラ digital
photo and video c創nerashave been set at Northeast Normal University in Changchun, Jilin 
Province, China since 18 March 2003, and also at the Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology, 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia since 16 March 2004. Digital photo cameras were also set at two 
stations, Bulgan and Dalanzadgad in southern Gobi, Mongolia in the spring of 2004. The 
ground observation at these stations, shown in Fig. 1, are important to study the rise and the 
transport of the dusty air in the northern roots toward Northern Pacific, as often observed in 
the satellite imagery [2]. On the other hand, the web四camerarecording in Kagoshimaラ
southwest Japan, started in the end of 2000, preceded by video recording since 1987 and 
extended to southern islands including Mayon volcano, Philippines, as summarized in [3]. 
The results of ground observations and satellite imagery of dust events in 2003 were 
already reported in [ 4].In this repo民wediscuss the ground observation results in Changchun, 
Ulaanbartar and two stations in southern Gobi in 2004, with special attention to the optical 
properties and the performance of digital cameras. Preliminary results concerning the dust 
events supplemented with the satellite imagery are reported in [5, 6]. 
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2. Obser耳ratio闘踊Changchunand digital RGB analysis 
Fig. 1. Location map of 
observation stations. 
Interval recordings by digital photo and video cameras in Changchun in 2004 started 
in the evening on March 9. On the next day, very dusty air was observed almost al the day. 
The recordings continued until August 21, by changing medias on May 24. The c乱meraswere 
set at the window toward the north o註thefifth floor in a building of Environmental Science 
Department, College of Urban and Environmental Sciences, Northeast Normal University. 
Fig. 2 (a), (b) and (c) are typical images by photo camera Casio QV幽R4of clear skyきcloudy
and dusty scenes in the daytime in the middle of March. The differences in color and the 
brightness change according to the vertical angle are obvious in the images. 
(a) clear sky: 13 March at 1 CST (b) cloudy: 16 March at 12 CST (c) dus守： 10March at 14 CST 
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Fig. 2. The photo scenes (a帽のatthe Changchun station, ROB profiles ( d)along a common vertical line shown 
in (c), and the scatter diagram (e) ofR/G vs. BIG at the upper part of the line indicated in (a) for three scenes. 
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These images are taken by the format 1280 pixels 
* 960 lines in由enormal mode. Quantitative s加dy a 
can be done by taking the ROB (Red, Green and 
Blue) profiles in 8 bit, such as shown in Fig.2( d）ラ
along a common vertical line in the sky shown in 
Fig. 2( c ). In the case of clear sky, the relationship 
among也reecolor圃componentsis B > G > R and 
the difference of each is significantly large 
especially in the sky region f紅 awayfrom the 
horizon. For cloudy sky, the differences become 
smallラ especiallybetween G and R, but never 
change the relation. For dusty sky, the above 
relationship is reversed as B く G く R,and the 
differences increase with dusty levels. A scatter 
diagram of the values B/G and RIG normalized by 
the Green component in the upper p訂tof the 
vertical line, shown in Fig. 2(a）ヲ areexhibited in 
Fig. 2(e), where three clusters are clearly separated 
corresponding to the air仰向idity.
We may also study the decrease of the 
visibility in dusty air in the photo data. Fig. 3(a) is 
a comparison of the views ne訂 thehorizon in Fig. 
2 (a, b and c). The ROB values along a line there 
紅edisplayed in Fig. 3 (b, c and d). The decrease 
of the contrast between the buildings far away 
and the background sky is obvious for cloudy and 
dus匂rscenes. 
In order to see the air turbidity from the 
color information of the sky, the white-balance of 
the color was set to the daylight (outdoor) mode. 
The zooming of the camera was set as wide as 
possible. 
All of the photo records were edited by 
html to see a few days from dawn to dusk at a 
glance, keeping original jpeg images without 
change, after renaming to indicate the place and 
the date圃timeand separating nighttime scenes. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Parts of ph凶oscenes near the 
horizon in Fig. 2 (a・c). (b-d) RGB values 
along the line indicated in (a). 
ch04062904 ch040629出 ch倒 062906 ch04062907 ch04062908 ch04062909 ch0406291 0 ch04062911 ch0406291 2 
ch04062913 ch0406291 4 ch0406291 5 ch04062916 ch0406291 7 ch0406291 8 ch04062919 ch04062920 
Fig. 4. A list of photos on June 29 in Changchun, as indicated by ch040629hh with CST (=UTC十8)for h. 
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Thusヲwemay have quick look images of seasonal change of daytime hours as well as 
weather changes. in day and time. Fig. 4 isa sample of a photo list in a fine and longest day in 
the end of June. We see that the development and decrease of cumulus clouds around the 
mid圃day.
In Changchun, a video c御前raSony DCR-TRV 40E has been operating with 
ten圃minuteinterval, with somewhat close柵upbecause of the limitation of the window frame 
for wider view. In Fig. 5ラwecompare the photo and video records in dusty and clear days in 
March. We see that the difference of the air turbidity is remarkable書偽oughthe color con旬以s
somewhat depend on the cameras. 
Photo （しine1 & 2) 
Changchun: 10, 13 March 2004 
E幽舗はユム 昆脳捌止iえ 且醐担比ll S胤却はii s幽邸はiぶ 且幽邸UJJ!. 2胤織はよ工 旦胤皇内
且胤~ a脳細にU E凶鎚品位1ム 阜胤旧国.2, a制.a1h::il ι脳出以li 晶幽却に1ゑ 且脳削広1立 以甜踏むu 阜酬.fil
Fig. 5. Comparison of photo (1泊e1 and 2) and video (line 3 and 4) records on 10 and 13 March, 
corresponding to dusty and clear days respectively in Changchun. 
3. Obser可ratio担知Ulaanbaatar
In Ulaanbaatar, a photo camera 
with wide view, Ricoh Caplio G4wide, and 
a video camera Sony DCR酬TRV900with 
semi圃fisheye conve抗告rlens Kenko x0.45 
have been set at a window toward the west 
on the third floor of Institute of 
Meteorology and Hydrology (IMH). A tal 
bank building in front of the window 
somewhat disturbs the view as shown in 
Fig. 6, which is a semi-fish eye view of the 
viおocamera. The photo c街nerahas been 
tilted by 90 degrees, so as to take wide 
Fig. 6. A semi”fish eye video scene at IMH, 
Ulaanbaatar .
vertical view. In 2004, photo records were obtained during 16 March and 20 June with 
one-hour interval, and video records between 16 March and 2 June with ten minutes interval 
as in Changchun. The video records were converted into mpeg files for each day sep訂ately
from dawn to dusk. Fig. 7 isa quick look list of photos for seven days in the middle of 
129-
April from the sunrise to dusk for a day in a line. The filename of each photo indicates the 
place (UB) and the date聞time,where Mongolian standard time (MST= UTC+8) is used. In 
these photos, we see the mirror images of rising sun around 6 MST, and the direct images of 
falling sun in the afternoon partly shielded by the bank building. In Fig. 7, light dusts were 
occasionally seen on 13-14 and 17田19,while very fine sky is seen in many other days and 
times. 
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Fig. 7. A sample of quick look scenes剖IMH,Ulaanbaatar, for 13・19April, 2004, 6-19 MST. 
4. Observation i目southernGobi 
At Bulgan and Dalanzadgad in southern Gobi, photo cameras Casio QV幽R4and 
Sharp MD圃PSIwere set at the windows toward the south and the west respectively on the 
ground floors in the meteorological stations there, with the zoomings of the cameras as wide 
as possible. At the Bulg釦 stationisolated in Gobi desert, the c町田rawas powered by a 
battery岨packoutside. We got the records there for 26 days since 18 March. (At the other 
stations in general, the cameras have been powered by AC converters connected to AC power 
sources through uninterrupted power supplies.) At the Dalanzadgad station, restart of the 
camera was necess訂yfor many times, and the photos were obtained during 27 March and 17 
June, lacking the records of March 31, April 1-7 and 14-19, May 6, 12圃13and 20四31ヲ加d
June ふ10.The white田balanceof MD乎S1 had to run by automatic mode only. 
Fig. 8 shows quick look images for two days in the afternoon in the end of March at 
two stations. We may see dusty air to the south of these stations in the afternoon on 27 
??
March. 
院し04032713 Bし04032714 BL040327 .15 BL040327 16 8し04032717 BL040327 18 Bし04032719 
BL040328 13 BL040328_ 14 Bし04032815 BL040328J 6 Sし04032817 BL040328 18 Bし04032819 
dz040327 13 dz040327 14 dz040327 15 dz040327 16 d之040327_17 dz040327 18 dz040327 .19 
合併合32813 dz040328J4 dz04032815 dz040328 16 dz040328J7 dz0403281告 白04叩2819
Fig. 8. Quick look images at Bulgan (BL) and Dalanzadgad (DZ), in the a託ernoonon 27-28 March 2004. 
5. Remarks 
Interval digital records of photo and video c出nerasare useful for the studies of dusty 
air and many other aspects of weather changes. Studies of Asian dust in conjunction with 
satelite imagery and other related data are in progress, as partly reported it1 [5, 6]. Three 
photos per day at local standard time 9, 12 and 15 hours at Changchun and Ulaanbaatar are 
archived in http://volceye.edu.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/webcam/archive/ . 
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